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ABSTRACT 

The coronal loop plasma is represented by a superposition 
of the three lowest order 'Chandrasekhar-Kendall modes. The ~em
poral evolution of the velocity and magnetic fi~ld in each of 
these mode is determined using ideal MHO equatlons under .t~o 
simplified cases ~iz (i) allowing small departures from the equll1-
brium and (ii) the pump approximation. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The structure of the velocity and magnetic fields plays 
a pivotal role in determining the heating, stability and evolution 
of the plasma in coronal loops (Athay and Kllmchuk, 1987; Priest 
1982, Krishan 1983 and 1985). In earlier studies, the pressure 
structure of the loop plasma was delineated using a Chandrasekhar
Kendall (C-K) representation of the velocity and magnetic field 
(Krishan 1983, 1985). This was done under the steady state assump
tion and therefore no. information on the temporal behaviour of 
the fields and of the pressure could be derived. In this paper, 
we study the dynamics of the velocity and magnetic fields using 
ideal MHO equations and a Chandrasekhar-Kendall representation. 
The complete dynamics is described by a set of infinite, coupled 
nonlinear ordinary differential equations which are first order 
in time for the expansion coefficients of the velocity and magnetic 
field. Since obtaining the full solution of these equations 
is a formidable task, we choose to represent loop behaviour by 
a superposition of the three lowest order C-K functions. One 
justification for doing so is that these functions represent 
the largest spatial scales and therefore they may be the most 
suitable states for comparison with observed phenomena, if at 
all. This system reduces to a set of six equations, three for 
velocity and three for magnetic field. Solving these equations 
is again a formidable task without the help of a computer. However, 
analytical progress can be made in two simplified cases: 
(i) when the system is disturbed linearly from its state ot' equili
bri urn and (i i) when one of the three modes has an amplitude much 
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larger tha~ the other two. ~his is known as the Pump approximation. 
I~ th~ flrst ,case '. one fl nds the di sturbed fie lds undergo; n9 
slnusold~l, o.scl11atl?nS with a period which is a function of 
the equlllbrl u~ ,amp lltudes of the three modes. Thi s may be one 
way of explalnlng the quasi-periodic oscillations observed in 
x-ray, microwave and EUV emissions from coronal loops. 

In the second case, for special values of the initial ampli
tudes the system exhibits sinusoidal oscillations. However, 
under general intial conditions, the velocity and magnetic fields 
go through periods of growth, reversal, decay and saturation. 

In the most general case, with arbitrary initial conditions, 
the set of six equations can be solved numerically. The velocity 
and magnetic field show a rather complex temporal structure, 
the interpretation of which would sometimes be done more appropriate
ly using the language and concepts of chaotic phenomena. Although 
conservative systems display no attracting regions in phase space, 
no attracting fixed points, no attracting limit cycles and no 
strange attractors, nevertheless one also finds chaos: i.e. th~re 
are strange or chaotic regions in phase space, but they are not 
attractive and can be densely interweaved with regular regions. 
In general one is interested in the long-time behaviour of conser
vative systems in order to make use of the ergodic principle 
for a system with finite degrees of freedom. In addition" the 
motion in phase space is expected to be extremely compllcated 
and this may have important relationship with the variety of 
observed sporadic phenomena. 

2. NONLINEARLY INTERACTING MHO SYSTEM 

The coupling of the velocity field ~ and the magnetic 
it (in units of V) in a perfectly conducting incompressible 
can be described by the ideal MHD equations: 

.-. ............. ::1 ..... !! +{V.V)V = -Vp+lvx8)JCB 
~t 

--~8 _ - - ... ... .... ) 
V)(CV)(8 

~t 
... --,.V·O • 

~ 

........ 
~8=O 

field 
fluid 

(1) 

( 2) 

( 3) 

where P is the mechanical pressure in units Of VV2• In cyl.i~drical 
geometry, the boundary conditions on -r and for a rlg1d and 
perfectly conducting surface at r = Rare: 

Vr = 0 ~.t r = R 
( 4) 

Br = 0 at r = R 
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~ -t 
We represent V and B by Chandrasekhar-Kendall functions as: 

-' ~ .... 
V,:: z:. A.,.W\ 1)'aWl (t) lin 'WI ("") 

(5 ) 

where, 

( 6) 

n = 0, ±I, ±2, ••...•• 

m = 0, ±I, ±2, ...... 

....., 
The functions Q"lItsatisfy 

Yr.""" is determined from the boundary conditions Eq.(4) 
which becomes 

( 7) 

.:the mechanical pressure P can be expressed as a functi on of 
V and ~ by taking the divergence of Eq.(l) and using Eq.(3) as 

(8) 
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The dynamics can be described by taking the inner products of 
the Eqs.(l) and (2) with A'!,,,,,. We do this here by including 
only, three mod~s (1,~). (0,1) and (l,l). The six complex, coupled 
nonllnear ordlnarydlfferentialequations describing the temporal 
evolution of the triple-mode system are: 

-"'114:. A. ~t. (.>t~- .A,.) I [11,.~, - 1. Ie] 
~t AA (9) 

d1l,. = ~,~~ (A~- ,\,)1'" [1: ~Q-I:1A7 
~ .A (10) 

,. .. 'It "'] 

~ -= AA ).b (;\~ - ~,,)I [YlQ '1.- J" fo 
~t )..c. (ll) 

~J" - .,,\~ A~ 1 ['flb Ie. - '1 (. lbJ -- -
~-t (12) 

, 't,. - ,\~ AA r- ["1: 1,. - "14 1: ] - -;)t ( 13) 

d 1c. :-
..\" ;\. 1" ['1. 1:- "1; 1 .. ] -~t ( 14) 

where a:(l,l), b'!(l,O), C1(0,1) 

~aR = 3.11, ~R = 4.12, '>'cR = 3.83 ( 15) 

I = "'a' (A b x Ac) d ~ {
ot"" ""' ... 3 

One has to use numerical techniques in order to solve Eqs.(9) 
to (14) in general. Before attempting that we discuss two simpli
fied cases where some analytical progress can be made. 

Case I 

We disturb the system described by Eqs.(9)-(14) linearly 
from the equilibrium state ( l".,: 1"., 1.,.- "'lu and :fee= "2ee ) 
such that 

'fJ ~ '?~'1'(.f;) J 

1 = 10 + l' {t) , 

for all modes. Let 
st 

1.'(-t) 2 ...... e. 
l' {~) J 
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Therefore we are studying the time evolution of small departures 
from the equilibrium state. We find: 

S " ±.i. II I [ ).: {.A ... -~.- ~c )2.1 '1 •• 1 a. + ~~ {.A.-.A. - ).")~'l .. /~ 
1 )2. 121 yz. + '\, (,\ c - .>.. - ~ b , '1 c- (17) 

Thus the system e~hibits sinusoidal oscillations with a period 
which depends upon the equilibrium values of the fields. This 
result is also reproduced from the numerical scheme for solving 
Eq.(9) to Eq.(14), as shown in Fig.(l). In this Figure and Figure(4) 
we are using the notation 

VI = Re,\, Y 2 = Im\, Y3 = Re\, Y4 ='1Im"b 

Y 5 = Re't'} c' Y6 = 1m ~, Y7 =ReI, YS = 1m { 

Y9 = Ret, YlO = 1m i, YU= Re 1, Y12= 1m 1 
It would be instructive to estimate the time period T = :lll/S. 
Now ( ~ Yll ) has dimension of a velocity, and so let us write 
>-".. 'l! Ill"&. :: V~a., the mean square velocity in the mode a. The 

time per10d T is given by: 

z. 2. 1.]-Y2 
T = 2"R [%3,112 ~ + 7· 9$ Vb + I/'S" Vc (IS) 

For Va = Vb.t V, T = O·'(~. Thus, for example, for V-IO km/sec. 
V 

and R = 103 km, one gets T - 95 sees. Quasiperiodic oscillations 
with a period of a minute or so have been observed in the microwave 
em; ssion from coronal loops. It; s possible that some of these 
oscillations result from such mode-mode interactions • 

. ~ 
.c • 

.. • 

.. .. 
. .• -;-.'~.---:'i;;---:~'--·-.\,-;-:~D:q-. -.':.....-:~. 

r 
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Fig. 1. The sinusoidal oscillations exhibited by a triple
mode system when disturbed linearly from its equilibrium 
state, show~ng (a) Y7 - V!, (b) Yg - Y3 and (c) Yu-
Ys as functlons of t1me. . 

Case II The Pump Approximation 

A nother case of ana 1yt i ca 1 tractab i1 ity is when one of the 
three modes is more dominant than the other two. Here, it is 
assumed that the time evolution of the two weaker modes does not 
produce any significant change in the stronger mode, which is 
identified as the pump. Let us take a i (1,1) to be the dominant 
mode and therefore neg 1 ect all cha nges in ( ~. , 1. ). The sys tern 
of six equations reduces to four with addltional assumption ,. 
:~, to the following simplified form: 

oJ.. . 

!i .. ': A, .-\~ (AQ.-').t.) r- [~: - 1,~] '1" 
~t ~b 

~'l. '" A .. ~ (). .. - '\' .. )I~ ["I: - 'E:] ~o. 
~ ~c 

~1b -= A~'>'4 14 ["1: - 'f,,'* ] ~A -
~;.. '" >. .. A b I" [ S: -~: ] 1. 

(19) 

(20) 

(21) 

-at (22) 
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(23) 

(25) 

( 26) 

( 27) 

We observe from Eqs.(23) and (24) that all the four fields (-1. 
jL.' '? ' '1, ) exhibit si nusoida 1 oscillations with a frequency 

p ~ ~ for specific initial 
values of ('1".' :f~J and (~(~, 1,,) i.e. when Ib = !.c = 0 ?r wh.en 

11b ;:.(AIl.~ )<c.)'1 .. ,,/;"b and '7.; .. = ().~I.-)..b) fc.wb.c.. me osclllatlOn 
frequency found in the first case reduces to this under the approxi-
mation Yl" = "jQ. "1) (Yl~ J 'I} , J '1~ J 1,)' 
. .For Ib ~ 0 and Ie:F 0, the solution of Eqs.(23) and (24) 

1 s 9 lYe n as. R I ! 
I _" / '1b+ .J:-- ~/11~P,P~ (-I: + t.) = ~71 ,., I 

.J ~ ~ - 1t 1i 7'l,," :; oJ. ;,- ~:L_ 1: 1i 

(1' I ----
~ r~ - J-o, a. 'R'O' 
'lei'";r-:--~' ~ - , fl. (28) 

7l + &' +- ..!- j'E'" - 1>. 'P.' I, - OD' a ,& 1!' r, , 
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where t and tl are determined from the conditions t = 0, "b = 
"1'I bo ancP1c =lo' 

A plot of ('l~, 1 •. , 1,., lc.) vs T:t 1'1.'1. ,1 /3. is shown in Figure (2) 
fo~ one set of lnltlal conditions. The noticeable features of 
thlS plot are: 

1. 

2. 

3. 
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Fig. 2. The temporal evolution of the velocity and magnetic 
fie 1 d coefficients ( "'1b, 1 .. ) and ('1" 1 Co ) under 
t;:) ~ump approximation ('.'" "J fa' , ~, and la) lit. 

The velocity and magnetic field in the mode bi:(l,O) go through 
zero at the same time. 

The amplitudes 'flband 1 .. grow to a very large value before 
the reversaL These features are remi ni scent of the observed 
simultaneous neutral lines of the velocity and magnetic field 
discusse~ by Athay & Klimchuk (1987). 

Asymptotically the magnetic field ~ settles to a value much 
larger than its initial value. Tfie velocity amplitude 'YJ b 
settles to a value which is negative of its initial value. 
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4. The fields in the mode c == (0,1) undergo growth, plateau 
and decay. 

5. Asymptotically, the fields 1. and '"'1 attain back their initial 
values. c C 

6. The large time gradients of the fields may help expalin 
micro-and nanoflares since they correspond to impulsive 
small scale release of energy. 

Another quantity of interest in an ideal MHO system is ~he 
correlation coefficient l( defined as: 

"1=- [:i-J V.8 J'.t] / {iftv&.;S"-;J!,.] 
( 29) 

where time variations (Fig.3) are a measure of the error involved 
in truncating the full system, for which y would be constant. 
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Fig.3. Variation of the correlation coefficient, with time. 
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The spatial variation of the fields is given by Eq.(6). 
It is interesting to note that the three-mode representation dis
cussed here, reduces to only one mode bE (1,0) when averaged over 
the angular coordinate f). This b '£ (1,0) mode is the one that 
shows simultaneous reversal in the velocity and magnetic field 
and may therefore be related to the observed fields. 

We have made some preliminary attempts to solve the exact 
set "of Eqs.(9)-(14) for general initial conditions. One expects 
the fields to vary in a highly nonlinear manner. An example of 
the temporal variation of the fields is presented in Fig.(4). 
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Fig. 4. Temporal evolution of the velocity and magnetic field 
coefficients in triple mode interaction system for 
arbitrary initial conditions. 
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It is quite clear that there is no simple way of interpreting 
this bebahviour, which is caused by superposition of the separate 
modes of oscillation. When more modes are added, it is possible 
that the system may show chaotic behaviour. The total energy, 
the magnetic helicity and the total cross helicity are found 
to remain constant with time as one expects for an ideal MHO 
system. 
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